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Abstract— In robotic surgery, task automation and learning
from demonstration combined with human supervision is an
emerging trend for many new surgical robot platforms. One
such task is automated anastomosis, which requires bimanual
needle handling and suture detection. Due to the complexity of
the surgical environment and varying patient anatomies, reli-
able suture detection is difficult, which is further complicated
by occlusion and thread topologies. In this paper, we propose
a multi-stage framework for suture thread detection based on
deep learning. Fully convolutional neural networks are used to
obtain the initial detection and the overlapping status of suture
thread, which are later fused with the original image to learn
a gradient road map of the thread. Based on the gradient road
map, multiple segments of the thread are extracted and linked
to form the whole thread using a curvilinear structure detector.
Experiments on two different types of sutures demonstrate the
accuracy of the proposed framework.
I. INTRODUCTION
Detection of curvilinear structure is a ubiquitous but
challenging task. Typical examples include road extraction
from satellite images [1], tracking guide wire/catheter in
fluorescence images [2] and locating blood vessels in retinal
images [3]. In this paper, we focus on the detection of
a special curvilinear object: the suture thread. Suturing is
a fundamental step in most surgical procedures and for
automated anastomosis with surgical robots, effective thread
manipulation is essential. The technique of robust suture
detection is vital in many applications including trainee
suturing skill evaluation, suture augmentation for robotic-
assisted surgery and thread recognition for automatic sutur-
ing.
The task for thread detection is to reconstruct 2D or
3D models based on observed images which reflects the
geometry structure of the threads. This reconstruction is
however challenging due to the following factors: (1) the
deformation of threads can be large and self-occlusion makes
it difficult to recover all segments of threads; (2) the opera-
tion environment is complicated in surgical settings that can
easily lead to the occlusion with surgical tools and body
tissues. .
Recognition of a linear and deformable object, like a
thread or rope, is a challenging task which attracts many
researchers attention in the field of robotics. Many previous
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(a) Thread w/o marker (b) Thread with markers
Fig. 1. Two types of threads used in the experiments
examples try to use RGB-D perception to obtain 3D points
cloud of the thread, probabilistic model [4], deformable
registration [5] and graph model [6] have been applied
to these recognition processes. Due to the low resolution
of RGB-D sensing, these methods using RGB-D percep-
tion only recognize a thick rope with diameter of several
centimeters rather than a thin suturing wire less than 1
millimeter. Using model is a key aspect in tracking linear
deformable object. These models can be complex physical
model involving bending, twisting, tension energy, and length
constraints, like [7], or simple model like a spline. The
tracking is accomplished by minimizing both the external
energy (calculated by using the observed image and the
model projection) and internal energy (e.g. bending, twisting
energy). One limitation of using these models is that they
may fail in the frequent situation that the thread suffers severe
bending or entanglement. In addition, the tool-thread contact
and thread-thread contact is too difficult to model. The use of
temporal information is another interesting point in previous
work, e.g. [8] proposed that previous frames can help in
detection of a twisted catheter in current frame. We human
can untangle the complex structure of a curvilinear object in
a single image without previous information; however, the
temporal infomation may help in recognition the topological
structure of the object and help in ambiguity case. Recently,
there are works [9], [10], [11] focusing on surgical thread
tracking, both using RGB stereo camera system. These two
methods are based on similar idea even though their detailed
methods are different. A 3D non-uniform rational B-spline is
projected on to 2D image and an optimization on the spline
parameters is performed to force the projection located on the
observed thread. The spline is projected back to 3D once a
good match is achieved. The method of optimization a spline
model based on 2D observation can be called as a top-down
approach. On the contrary, a bottom-up approach works
by extracting the curvilinear features and later combine
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Fig. 2. The workflow of the proposed method.
them to form a reasonable curve shape [12], [13]. The
top-down approach works well with simple tracking case
without thread self-intersection or occlusion. However, as
the author [10] concluded that their method does not handle
well with segmentation outliers and unable to detect when
the thread intersects itself (e.g. overhand knot). On one
hand, the poor performance on complex cases is because
[9] did not implement any segmentation and [10], [11] use
a segmentation method which is unable to exclude irrelevant
curvilinear features. On the other hand, the projected 2D
spline model may cover only a part of the observed thread
rather than the whole thread, because there is no mechanism
to indicate all the observed thread is covered by the 2D spline
model.
Recently, the deep convolutional neural network (CNN)
has boosted the segmentation tasks of curvilinear objects
in medical applications including retina vessels [14] and
airways [15]. In this paper, we propose a deep multi-
stage detection (DMSD) framework for surgical thread de-
tection, which uses a supervised, bottom-up and model-free
approach. Instead of the isolated steps of segmentation and
curve structure reconstruction in previous work, the proposed
method tends to directly output the structural information (a
gradient road map) of thread via deep convolutional neural
networks (CNN). We firstly estimate the dense prediction of
curvilinear structure and the overlapping status of threads by
a two-branched CNN. The initial estimation is further fused
with the original visual observation and fed into the second
stage CNN to generate the refined prediction. Based on the
gradient map, multiple segments of the thread are extracted
and linked to form the whole thread with organized points
located on its centerline using a curvilinear structure detector.
Our method does not rely on any model for optimization,
a simple spline model is used for smoothing the curve
reconstruction at the last step. Experiments are conducted
on two types of surgical threads (with and without pattern)
in a knot tying task as shown in Fig. 1. Experiment indi-
cates that the proposed detection method can achieve sound
performance when no occlusion or finite self-occlusion (e.g.
overhand knot). For the tools-occlusion cases, the detection
deteriorates for both type of threads, however, human level
detection performance can be achieved for the thread with
Fig. 3. Data collection and ground truth annotation. (a) A knot tying
procedure on tissue phantom was recorded. (b) Manual annotation was
perfromed by placing key points along the thread centerline. (c) The gradient
map is displayed with false color. The green region is closed to the tail end
of thread while the blue region is closed to the needle end. (d) The overlap
map with green, blue, red color to indicate non-overlaped area, overlaped
area and background
pattern.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
In Section II, we briefly present the procedure for data
collection and ground truth annotation in our work. The
problem formulation and the main workflow of the proposed
method are presented in Section III. Empirical experiments
and studies on real datasets are conducted in Section V-A.
Finally, the conclusions and future works are presented in
Section VI.
II. DATA COLLECTION
As shown in Fig.3(a), we firstly introduce the data col-
lection and ground truth labeling in our work. The images
used for training our neural network was collected in a knot
tying procedure. This procedure was conducted by using the
needle holder to wind the suture thread around the forceps
and then used the forceps to pull the tail of the suture through
the loop. The user can either make left over right knot or
right over left knot depending on the direction to wind the
suture thread on the forceps. We recorded the full procedure
as multiple image frames and divide them into training and
testing data. Given the original image frame which contains
suture threads, the user was asked to annotate key points
along the thread from the head to the tail as shown in
Fig.3(b). During the labeling process, the user also indicated
whether the key points are occluded. Based on the set of
key points, a B-spline curve is estimated that covers the
curvilinear structure of the suture thread. We then uniformly
sampled the points from the curve to generate the gradient
map shown in Fig.3(c). In the gradient map, the value of
points on the thread is matched with the spline parameter
which is within the range the range of [0, 1]. The segments
labeled as occluded was rendered first and the other segments
were rendered on top the occluded segments. The brighter
region is closed to the tail end of thread while the lighter
region is closed to the needle end. Besides the gradient map,
we also generate an overlap map, which is illustrated in
Fig.3(d), to indicate the self-occlusions of the thread. There
are three classes of points in overlap map including the non-
overlapped points in green, overlapped points in blue and
background points in red.
III. METHODOLOGY
Fig.2 illustrates the main framework of the proposed
method. The system takes a color image as input and pro-
duces the curve reconstruction of the thread as output. Firstly,
the input image X is transformed into the intermediate
feature F by an encoder network. Then the intermediate
feature is used to predict the initial gradient map G and the
overlap map O. The fusion network takes the original image,
initial gradient map and overlap map as input to generate the
refined gradient map G¯ which is finally parsed by curvilinear
structure detector to generate the final curvilinear estimation
of surgical suture .
A. Multi-Stage Deep Networks
The image X is first analyzed by a convolutional network
f1(·), generating a set of feature maps F = f1(X) as input to
the first stage of each branch. At the first stage, the network
produces the initial estimation of gradient map G = φ1(F )
and the overlapping map O = η(F ) where φ1(·) and η(·) are
multi-layer decoders consisting of deconvolutional filters. For
the gradient map estimation, we use an L1 loss to minimize
the difference between the estimated map and the ground
truth.
LG(G) =
∑
k
w∑
i=1
h∑
j=1
‖Gk(i, j)−G∗k(i, j)‖ (1)
where G∗ is the ground truth of gradient map. Although
the L2 loss performs well on most of general regression
tasks, it does not handle very well the self-occlusion area, this
perhaps is induced by different 3D shape may have similar
2D observations. These regions do not govern large portions
of the whole images compared with the non-overlapping
ones. Since L21 loss accumulates of pixel-wise errors, it
cannot focus more on the overlapping regions. Therefore, we
introduce the overlap map O as a guidance to refine the initial
estimation. The prediction of overlap map is modeled as a
classification problem which distinguishes the backgrounds,
the overlapping regions and the non-overlapping regions. We
use the weighted cross-entropy loss as follows:
LO(O) = −
∑
k
w∑
i=1
h∑
j=1
wk(i, j)O
∗
k(i, j)logOk(i, j) (2)
where O∗ is the ground truth of overlap map and wk is the
sample weight. In order to focus more on the overlapping
region, the corresponding weight are set to be larger than
the other regions.
After the initial estimation, the gradient map and overlap
map are fused with the original image in the form of
multichannel data Y = [X;O;G] as input to the second stage
prediction. We still follow the encoder-decoder architecture
as shown in Fig.2 to generate the refined gradient map
G¯ = φ2(f2(Y )) and minimize the errors LG¯ between refined
gradient map and ground truth based on L2 loss. Therefore,
the overall loss of the multistage deep networks is:
L = LO + LG + LG¯ (3)
B. Thread Reconstruction
After the gradient map is obtained, the proposed method
conducts curve reconstruction by fitting a spline to the
centerline of the thread. Without knowing the order of points
on the centerline, it is a NP-Hard problem to fit a 2D spline
when the thread is under self-intersection or occlusion. The
thread gradient map not only segments the thread out from
a raw image, but also provides thread structural information.
One straightforward way to reconstruct the thread is to search
and collect points from one endpoint of thread to the other
end by following, e.g. the gradient descending direction.
However, this method cannot work robustly, because if
looked at locally the gradient map as shown in Fig. 4(a),
the line structure tends to have a blur edge, making the
gradient value inaccurate on the border area. In addition, the
intersection area tends to be contaminated by noise. If the
(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 4. (a) The original gradient map (b) The thin gradient map with
line width reduced to 1 pixel (c) The polarity map in which pixels near an
endpoint has larger value and tend to be yellow
(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 5. (a) The detected curve segments represented by different colors
(b) The spline fitting result (c) Zoom in the selected area, the yellow points
are evenly sampled using the spline parameters
searching method select a wrong turn at one crossing point,
either it cannot reach the destination (the other endpoint),
or some parts of the gradient map may not be travelled. To
have a robust thread reconstruction, we take a multi-stage
method which searches the curve segments locally and later
links them according to their average intensity value. The
method contains following four key steps:
(1) Pixels on the centerline of the gradient map is extracted
as Fig. 4(b) by using the method proposed by Steger [12].
This step makes the later curve search easier by removing
the noise on thread border and intersection area. In this step
in the orientation (indicates the line direction) of each pixel
is also calculated as a by-product. There are three parameters
used by the centerline points extraction method. σ: It depends
on the line width (≈4 pixel in our case). Lower Threshold
tl: Line points with a response smaller as this threshold are
rejected. Upper Threshold tu: Line points with a response
larger as this threshold are accepted.
σ =
w
2
√
3
+ 0.5 (4)
where w is the width of thread.
(2) The endpoints of the curvilinear structure are found
using a method inspired by [16]. A polarity map Fig. 4(c) is
built for the thin gradient map. The pixel on endpoint tends
to have all its neighbour pixels located at same direction and
then its polarity value is higher than the other pixels. The
polarity value p for a pixel x is calculated as:
p = ‖ 1
M
(
M∑
i=1
(xi − x)n)‖
‖xi − x‖ < td, ‖vi − v‖ < tv
(5)
where n is the orientation of the pixel, xi, i = 1, . . . ,M
are neighbour pixels of x limited by distance threshold td
and intensity threshold td.
Start from the most salient endpoint (highest value in
polarity map), we use region growing method to collect
points along the line. Only those neighbouring points within
the threshold td , tv are collected. Once a point is collected,
it should be removed from the gradient map. The growing
is stopped when no nearby points within the threshold tv
,td, and then we calculated the polarity map again and find
Fig. 6. Marked thread with repeated black, yellow and red colors.
a new salient endpoint. The process repeats until no points
remain in the gradient map (The searching process is shown
in video supplied).
(3) Step 2 will find multiple curve segments from the
gradient map as shown in Fig. 5(a). The points in each curve
may be saved either in intensity ascending or descending
order. Because the intensity value is contained by noise, to
determine whether it is ascending or descending, we fit a line
to the intensity values, if the line has a negative slop, that
means it is saved in descending order and vice versa. At last,
the order of all the curve segments are found by calculating
their average intensity value, and then we combined all the
curve segments following this order.
(4) The last step is to fit a cubic spline to each dimension
of the ordered points separately. This step results in a
curve with unwanted oscillations as shown in Fig. 5(b) and
Fig. 5(c).
IV. IMPLEMENTATION
Deep Neural Networks We adapt the architecture for
our encoder networks from He et al. [17] who have shown
impressive results for image classification tasks. The fully
connected layers are removed which makes the networks
can cope with arbitrary sizes of input images. The de-
coders for gradient map and overlap map are based on the
UNet [18] which introduces the skip connection between
down-sampling and up-sampling layers. We use the Adam
solver [19] with a batch size of 1. The Pytorch1 framework is
adopted to implement the deep convolution neural networks
and the experiment platform is a workstation with Xeon E5-
2630 and NVIDIA GeForce Titan Xp.
Unlike the tasks of segmentation, the output of the pro-
posed method requires dense and continuous estimation of
gradient for thread reconstruction. Due to the limitations of
neural networks, the boundary of thread cannot be always
sharp which is normally observed with the gradual changes
between foreground and background. In order to improve
the robustness of estimation, we adopt two neural networks
with the identical architecture. Besides the networks which
generates the normal gradient map, the conjugated gradient
map, whose starting point and end points are inverted, is
obtained by another network simultaneously. We also add
the constraint that the sum of outputs from two networks
should equal to the binary mask of thread in the image.
Thread Reconstruction The advantage of using conju-
gated gradient maps is that we can use it as prior information
to remove the noise on the gradient map. For a pixel, If
the sum of the intensity values in both gradient map is not
1https://github.com/pytorch/pytorch
TABLE I
PREDICTION ERROR OF THE PROPOSED METHOD.
Thread with markers Thread without markers
PSNR OTTP PSNR OTTP
DMSD-S 31.82±0.73 1.37±2.25 31.48±0.99 9.69±27.65
DMSD-O 31.91±0.70 1.33±1.09 31.61±0.95 4.27±7.48
closed to the binary mask, then it can be considered as noise
and then removed from the gradient map. The centerline
points extraction method works only on grayscale image.
we simply sum the corresponding values in each gradient
map and covert it to grayscale image. Furthermore, segments
found may only contain several pixels. When linking the
curve segments into a single curve, these very short segments
are not considered by setting a threshold tc which is the
minimal number of pixels in each curve. In this paper, we
set the thread width w = 4 in Eq.(4). The thresholds for
centerline extraction in Eq.(5) are set where tl = 0.039
and tu = 0.196. For parameters in curve search, we set
td = 2, tv = 0.1 and tc = 14. These parameters are tuned
by empirical evaluations.
V. EXPERIMENTS
A. Experimental Settings
In this section, we conduct the experimental validation
to evaluate the performance of the suture detection method.
As shown in Fig.6, two types of threads are used in the
experiments including the threads in single color and the
threads colored with directional pattern as Fig.6. Some
suture uses this kind of pattern to enhance visibility and
provides distinguishing features for suture management. We
assume this kind of directional marker can also remove the
ambiguity (cannot differentiate the head and tail) in learning
the gradient map. A test was performed to see whether it
increase our suture detection compared with single color
thread.
The image we use is captured in size of 1280× 720 and
resized to 512×384 for efficient calculation. For both dataset,
we collect three videos for training and one video for testing.
As a result, the number of training data is 2000 and the
testing data is 1000. The forward network, which generates
the initial gradient map, is set as a baseline to validate the
performance of the proposed method.
B. Quantitative Evaluation
In order to present the quantitative evaluation of the
proposed method, we report the accuracy based on the
gradient map and spline of thread by two criterion including
peak-signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and overall thread tracking
precision [2].
• Peak-Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) has been widely
adopted as evaluation metric in image filtering and
reconstruction. In the experiment, we calculate PSNR
between the ground truth G∗ and estimated gradient
map G¯. The mean value of PSNR over the testing data
is presented. The larger value of PSNR indicates the
better accuracy.
• Overall Thread Tracking Precision (OTTP) is defined
as the average of shortest distances from points on a
reconstructed thread S(θ) to the corresponding ground
truth S∗. Such a precision describes how close a result
to the ground truth as follows:
OTTP =
1
m
m∑
i=1
1
li
li∑
j=1
d(Sj(θ), S
∗)
d(Sj(θ), S
∗) = min
k
‖Sj(θ)− S∗k‖
(6)
where m is the number of testing data and li is the number of
points sampled from the spline. The smaller value of OTTP
indicates the better accuracy.
The quantitative result of the proposed method is reported
in Table I where DMSD-S is the baseline and DMSD-O is the
proposed method. Compared to the baseline, the proposed
method can achieve higher accuracy on both PSNR and
OTTP metrics. Although the improvement on thread with
markers is relatively slight, the proposed method obtains
smaller standard deviation which indicates the good stability
and robustness. For the thread without markers, the improve-
ment over the baseline is significant. Since PSNR only mea-
sures the image-level errors between the estimated data and
ground truth, we achieve relatively slight improvement over
the baseline. However, as mentioned in Section III, small
errors on the overlapped region of gradient map will lead
to totally different splines. Therefore, the proposed method
achieves much smaller errors on OTTP metric compared to
the baseline.
To better evaluate our method on thread reconstruction,
the recorded frames were divided into three groups: (1)
thread is without occlusion and entanglement, (2) the thread
intersects itself for a finite length, e.g. overhand knot. (3)
part of thread is occluded by the tool. The typical case for
each group is shown as Fig.7(a) and Fig.7(d). Besides the
overall thread centerline reconstruction accuracy, we also
report the accuracy on the two endpoints of thread. As shown
in Table II, finite self-intersection during overhand knotting
does not have severe influence on the accuracy if the whole
thread is clearly visible. On the contrary, the occlusion,
because of thread and instruments interaction, will reduce
the accuracy and increase missing detection rate (the standard
deviation increases because fail in detection), especially in
no marker case. It is also found that the two endpoints has
lower accuracy than the overall accuracy. This is because
the highest intensity value in the intensity map is always
located within a neighbour of the endpoint. Comparing the
two types of thread, the centerline reconstruction accuracy of
the marker thread is consistently higher than thread with no
marker. It verifies our assumption that the directional pattern
design provides better visibility and distinguishing features
for thread recognition.
Finally, we also test the running time of the proposed
method. The proposed method can generate the reconstruc-
tion of thread at 15fps on our platform.
TABLE II
PREDICTION ERRORS OF DIFFERENT THREAD PART AND OCCLUSION STATUS WITH OTTP.
Thread with markers Thread w/o markers
No occlusion Self-intersection Tools-occlusion No occlusion Self-intersection Tools-occlusion
Thread Body 1.06± 0.23 1.14± 0.16 1.09± 0.26 1.17± 0.20 1.12± 0.29 1.31± 0.62
Thread Needle End 5.32± 3.40 8.71± 6.70 6.19± 4.48 4.91± 4.21 7.94± 4.83 12.91± 16.62
Thread Tail End 2.87± 1.98 3.50± 3.51 3.94± 3.30 3.42± 3.61 8.10± 6.22 12.15± 25.68
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (e)
Fig. 7. Qualitative evaluation of the proposed method.(a,d) The orginal images of thread with/withour markers (b,e) The result of curve reconstruction:
to visualize overlapping, use two colors. (c,d) The gradient maps for each case.
(a) Image (b) Estimated 
Overlap Map
(c) Result w/o 
Overlap Map
(d) Result with 
Overlap Map
Fig. 8. Qualitative result of self-occlusion.
C. Qualitative Evaluation
In addition to the quantitative evaluations, the global result
of six cases on two datasets are presented in Fig. 7. For each
dataset, we provide the raw image, the reconstructed spline
and the gradient map. The reconstructed spline is projected
onto the raw image. In order to present visualization, points
which are closed to the needle end is colored in yellow while
the points closed to tail end is colored in green. According to
Fig. 7(b) and Fig. 7(e), the curvilinear structure of thread is
properly reconstructed even with complicated self-occlusion.
From the perspective of gradient map, the trend of intensity
matches the real structure of thread. Although the gradient
map is not complete due to the tools-occlusion in some
cases, the local curve search algorithm can still fill the gap.
Besides the global result, we also present the local improve-
ment contributed by overlap map in Fig. 8. As mentioned
in Section III, the error of the self-occlusion region is
relatively small compared to the global image, which cannot
attract higher attention from baseline method (DMSD-S).
However, the proposed method introduces the overlap map
to predict the self-intersection region as guidance to refine
the initial gradient map. The comparison between Fig. 8(c)
and Fig. 8(d) demonstrates the improvement of the proposed
method.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. 9. A fail detection the thread with no markers. (a) Original image (b)Gradient map (c) Found curve segments (d) The reconstructed curve is drawn
on the gradient map.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. 10. A fail detection the thread with markers. (a) Original image (b) Gradient map (c) Found curve segments (d) The reconstructed curve is drawn
on the gradient map.
Two sets of typical failure cases are presented for further
analysis. In complicated thread manipulation as shown in
Fig.9, our method fails but human can reconstruct the thread
curve. In the green circle in Fig.9(a), three layers of thread
segments overlap, in our ground truth we did not label this
situation (the self-occlusion only involves two segments), so
the neural network is incapable of producing a good gradient
map in this situation (Fig.9(b)). Even though we can extract
multiple curves (Fig.9(c)) from the images, the order of these
curve according to their mean intensity value is not correct,
so the spline fitting is not correct (Fig.9(d)).
Those cases fail in marked thread detection as shown in
Fig.10 are mainly because its curve reconstruction is too
difficult even for human. e.g Fig.10(a). In this case, the thread
is severely entangled and occluded, making the gradient map
very inaccuracy in the entanglement area (Fig.10 (b)). In
a real application requires thread detection, usually it does
not need vision to work on this situation. For example, just
pulling the two ends of thread without looking can still finish
the knot. And for knot type recognition task, the knot type
can be recognized by understanding previous simple scene.
VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a multi-stage framework for
suture detection based on deep learning. Instead of the indi-
vidual steps segmentation and thread-modelling in previous
work, the proposed method tends to directly predict the
curvilinear structural information of the thread via deep
convolutional neural networks. We firstly estimate the dense
prediction of curvilinear structure and the overlapping status
of the thread by a two-branched CNN. The initial estimation
is further fused with the original visual observation and fed
into the second stage CNN to generate the refined prediction.
Based on the gradient map, multiple segments of the thread
are extracted and linked to form the whole thread with
organized points located on its centerline using a curvilinear
structure detector. Our method does not rely on any model for
optimization, a simple spline is used for smoothing the curve
reconstruction at the last step. Experiment on two types of
surgical thread indicates that the proposed detection method
can achieve good performance when no occlusion or finite
self-occlusion (e.g. overhand knot). For the tools-occlusion
cases, the detection deteriorates for both type of threads,
however, human level detection performance can be achieved
for the thread with directional markers. The main limitation
of the proposed method is that the sequential information
is not adopted for thread reconstruction. In the future work,
we plan to integrate the time-specific constraints into our
framework by recurrent neural networks (RNN).
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